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CLAIM

The ornamental design for a divan and armchair cover, as shown and described.

DESCRIPTION

FIG. 1 is a front perspective view of a slipcover for a divan or armchair showing my new design, the design a slipcover provided with three-dimensional bows or ties, the bows or ties being positioned on the outside of the cover such that they are disposed in front of each armrest when covering an armchair or divan, as shown;

FIG. 2 is a partial perspective view of the left outer side of a divan or armchair cover showing my new design, the slipcover having been installed over a low-armed divan or armchair;

FIG. 3 is a partial perspective view of the left outer side of a divan or armchair cover showing my new design, the slipcover having been installed over a high-armed divan or armchair;

FIG. 4 is a partial perspective view of the right inner side of a divan or armchair cover showing my new design, the slipcover having been installed over a low-armed divan or armchair;

FIG. 5 is a partial perspective view of the right inner side of a divan or armchair cover showing my new design, the slipcover having been installed over a high-armed divan or armchair;

FIG. 6 is a back perspective view from the left side of a divan or armchair cover, the bows of my new design being obscured from view on the front of the armrests, the slipcover having been installed over a divan or armchair, and;

FIG. 7 is a front elevation of a divan or armchair slipcover showing my new design, the slipcover having a modified construction revealing an open seam below the bow, and having been installed over a low-armed divan or armchair the remaining sides having the same look as disclosed in FIGS. 2 through 6.
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